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Welcome to the Premium Wealth Forecast. This is the March, 2024 
edition. Let's get started with the Universal month number for March, 
2024. It is an 11 Universal Month, and that, of course, is very intense 
energy. 
 
11 is a doubling up of the number 1, and it means that there is a lot of 
new beginnings energy. We also start the eclipse season in March. So 
that actually means that we're heading into a time when the big eclipse 
on April 8th is right around the corner. We won't be covering that today, 
but the fact that March is an 11 does indicate that the energy really is 
intensifying. 
 
So aside from double new beginnings, there's a lot of illumination with 
the number 11, shining the light on things, hearing the message from the 
divine in a way that creates a gateway to truth. 
 
It is you understanding that you're always in a state of knowing, as long 
as you open up and accept the fact that you have this divine connection, 
and don't resist it, and really seek it out. 
 
March will really ask us to do the seeking out. We'll want to be in touch 
and walk through that 11 portal, which is a literal gateway, because it 
brings exciting, stimulating, new insights and perceptions. So this could 
be a cycle where you're making new decisions and maybe making them 
rapidly as well, or dealing with events that require quick action. 
 
This is very much connected to you using your intuition, because very 
often when we have to make a quick decision, we do need to rely 
completely on our intuitive abilities. 
 
Know that, because 11 resonates to light, there can be a spotlight that 
also shines on you in some way. Just know that you've had the previous 
preparation for that to happen. So if it does, it can be also a testing 
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period because you're going through a lot of growth as you shine your 
light and share what it is that comes up in a way that is really appropriate 
and needed at that moment. 
 
So no matter what, you're going to feel a fresh new surge of energy. 
 
And whether you're in the northern or southern hemisphere, we do have 
the Equinox in March. So it does begin a new season of Spring for us up 
here. And of course, Autumn for those below the equator. 
 
So that also indicates a shift. There's just a lot of very exciting energy in 
this code. 

 
 

 
 

New Moon in Pisces at 20° 
March 10, 2024 at 9 AM UT (London) 
March 10, 2024 at 5 AM EDT (New York) 
March 10, 2024 at 2 AM PDT (Los Angeles)
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Then we come to the first lunation, which actually happens on the 10th 
of March - the Pisces New Moon.  
 
March 10 reduces to 1 so there is a new beginnings energy there. 
 
In fact, the 10th of March adds up to a 1-2-3 code. 
 
10 of course is 1, March is an 11 Universal Month, which reduces to 2. 
And the whole date on the 10th of March, 2024 adds up to 12, which 
reduces to 3. 
 
So 1-2-3, ready, set, go! 
 
It is a New Moon - and that represents new beginnings. We're in a 
double new beginnings 11 month, so I think you'll really feel by this 
time, this sense of new beginnings energy on the Ides of March day, 
which is March 10th. 
 
The Moon is sextile to Uranus, and the Sun is sextile Uranus. 
 
That means a lot of changes -, just seeing things in a way that is 
exciting and inventive and seeking freedom, taking opportunities to 
upgrade. 
 
Uranus, of course, rules the Aquarian age. So there is this real sense of 
breakthroughs and yearning for freedom and all of these lovely things. 
So that those will be very beautiful energies you can tune into. 
 
Mars also squares Uranus and this is the Pisces New Moon. So it is all 
about our spiritual sense are going within. Mars square Uranus really 
shakes things up. It actually is exact on March 9th and then leads into 
this new moon on Marth 10th. 
 
So, whatever liberating impact you're feeling is really going to go on 
overdrive. And what you really need to feel at this time is a way to 
release tension and be creative and be able to break away from 
restriction and authority. 
 
So guard against communicating with anger. And to help your personal 
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relationships too, Mars is very intimate and sensual, so relationships 
can be invigorated with this square to Uranus. 
 
So prepare definitely for surprising developments. Embrace the 
unusual. 
It's a time to manifest powerful change in your life. 
 
Mercury sextile Pluto also happens during this New Moon. And that is 
important because Pluto is at the very beginning of Aquarius. Of course 
we have the ruler of Aquarius, Uranus square to Mars as well. So there's 
a lot of change around this time, and when Pluto and Mercury get 
together in a sextile, it really heightens your intuition.  
 
It helps you to use your inner intelligence to move forward in a beautiful 
way. 
 
Jupiter is sextile Saturn. This is a wonderful time to help you feel that 
joy and the connection to spiritual accomplishment. Jupiter loves to 
learn and speaks the truth, and Saturn is very responsible. So the 
sextile creates a beautiful positive attitude. 
 

 
 
Libra Lunar (Full Moon) Eclipse at 5°  
March 25 at 7 AM UT (London) 
March 25 at 3 AM EDT (New York)  
March 25 at 12 AM PDT (Los Angeles)
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And then we come to the second lunation, which is the Libra Lunar Eclipse. It 
happens on March 25th at 7:00 AM universal time. I believe the clocks are not 
quite coordinated with the changes that we go through in different parts of the 
world. So I have to double check this, but I believe it's at 3:00 AM Eastern, 
12:00 AM Pacific. 
 
In any case, it is the first of two eclipses and it happens in Libra with the Sun in 
Aries, and it's the third consecutive full moon at 5°. 
 
In terms of the aspects that are made - the sun and moon, which of course are 
opposite each other at 5° Libra and 5° Aries, they make a really nice trine from 
the Moon and sextile from the Sun to Pluto which is now at 1° in Aquarius. This 
really helps with just overall the theme of the 11 universal month, which is 
psychic perception, heightened intuition, and also - with Pluto creating 
empowerment - feeling confident. It just brings a lot of emotional empowerment 
as well. 
 
So this connection to Pluto from the Eclipse allows you to focus on taking the 
lead and having this kind of effortless confidence. 
 
We have other planets that are merged: Venus is joined with Saturn in a 
conjunction. And Venus rules the Libra Lunar Eclipse. Venus has quite a few 
transits, so Venus will really focus this Libra eclipse on our intimate, close 
relationships, which Libra symbolizes. So Venus conjunct Saturn means we're 
looking at those relationships to, in a more serious way, looking at loyalty, 
integrity, commitment, and being more simple in how we approach things. Not 
judging how we feel or how others feel, and at the same time not restricting how 
we feel or how we want to express ourselves. 
 
Give your imagination a structured way to actually express itself - this is another 
way to use this energy, especially in your work. So not to suppress any 
creativity whatsoever. 
 
What really helps is that Venus is also sextile Jupiter. So what's happening is 
that Jupiter and Uranus are now coming together in a conjunction, which will be 
exact in mid-April. So Jupiter will be at 15 degrees, almost 16 degrees, and 
Venus at 16 degrees in Pisces during this eclipse. 
 
Venus is exalted in Pisces. So this is a really beautiful connection between these 
two benefic planets. 
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Jupiter also was the traditional ruler of Pisces before Neptune was discovered. 
And so this is a very warm and fuzzy Venus/Jupiter transit bringing a lot of 
harmony, a lot of optimism, and feels very lucky and generous, and creates a 
time period to celebrate beauty, cheerfulness optimism, having a positive 
outlook on your future, and being able to heal any disharmony in your 
relationships easily. 
 
Venus is also sextile Uranus - yes, that's a craving for excitement and love. It 
also helps you explore finances in a different way so you can have greater 
financial flow as well with this transit. 
 
So now let's focus on the astrology and numerology for every day in March. 
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March 1 - 7 
 

 
Friday, 3.1.2024 = 12/3 
• March begins with a 1-2-3 “ready-set-go” code of new beginnings, 

joy, creativity, play and innovation. 
• The 1st of March is a 1 Universal Day, March in 2024 is an 11/2 

Universal Month, and today is a 12/3 Universal Date. 
• You’ll feel forward momentum all day long! 
• You are more determined and focused on successful outcomes that 

are inspired and bring you delight. 
• 12 symbolizes the student, learning and inner growth that is 

achieved when you are happy and creative – so it is very important 
to explore your imagination and inspiration and listen for answers. 

• Social connections add to the broadening of your perspective on 
life. 

• You feel very optimistic and ready to put your ideas into action. 
• It’s a wonderful day to begin a creative project. 

 
Sun sextile Jupiter  

• This is such an optimistic, happy time. 
• You feel blessed and lucky. 
• Your thoughts are positive and you trust in the Divine order in 

your life. 
• Goals are reached easily. 
• Others support you in your quest. 
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Saturday, 3.2.2024 = 13/4 
• A serene code of peace, grounding and balance merges with the 

powerful number 13 – the Divine Feminine vibration of 
transformation and sudden events that generate an awakening. 

• Trusting in the process will allow you to take everything one step at 
a time. 

• Relax and then get productive.  
• With the number 2 in play in today’s code, there is a lot room for 

mending and harmonizing relationships. 
• Communicate with loving intentions and share your feelings. 
• Trust in the rebalancing process. 
• Manifestation is assured when you listen closely and follow your 

intuition. 
• 13/4 helps you to implement one inspirational idea at a time to 

facilitate ease and inner security. 
 

Moon sextile Pluto 

• You are empowered and determined and filled with purpose. 
• Pluto rules Scorpio 
• Truth will gently revealed, but still be profound. 
• You can solve mysteries, and discover answers to secrets. 
• You feel forgiving and that empowers you from deeply within. 
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Sunday, 3.3.2024 = 14/5 
• With the numbers 3 and 14/5 in play, you will be experiencing a lot 

of movement and changeable energy today. 
• 14 is the “Media” Number of self expression, connection and 

communication – 14 reduces to 5 encouraging you to take a risk! 
• While 3 invites you to create, smile and imagine! 
• Be fearless in how you express yourself. 
• Do so in a variety of ways. 
• Tune into your inner artist and inner adventurer. 
• This 3 and 5 code is perfect for connections – connecting with 

others socially and having fun. 
• Be flexible and open to surprising shifts. 
• Embrace risks and explore everything from all angles. 

 
Venus square Uranus 

• Venus squares Uranus – ruler of Aquarius – while Uranus is in 
Taurus. These are all fixed signs in astrology creating a 
dynamic, impulsive day. 

• You may experience a change in your intimate relationships. 
• This is highly creative energy: Your ingenuity is wanting to be 

expressed. 
• Your originality can be tapped in remarkable ways. 
• You crave freedom and excitement in your relationships. 
• Guard against drama. Instead ACT on this dynamic energy 

and use it to channel a pleasurable, creative project. 
• Be open to experimentation. 
• Be spontaneous – don’t resist change. 
• Be careful about purchasing items impulsively.  
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Monday, 3.4.2024 = 15/6 
• After yesterday’s invigorating code, today’s numerology brings 

security, grounding, taking care of responsibilities and caring. 
• 15 activates the Spiritual Alchemist, activating wonderful vibrations 

of magic and positivity. 
• Your home and/or family may need your attention. 
• Nourishing the “home” your Soul lives in – your physical body, is 

important. 
• Find the time for self-care and quiet time. 
• Today’s code enhances discipline, stability, harmony, compassion, 

responsibility and bringing things in order. 
• Others will count on you to hold space for them in some capacity. 
• Be sure to spend quality time with your loved ones. 
• Diligent work yields abundance, as numbers 4 and 6 combine to 

secure financial flow. 
• Focus on FEELING Abundant – you are laying long-lasting seeds of 

prosperity and peace. 
 

Mercury sextile Uranus  

• Lower Mind (Mercury) and Higher Mind (Uranus) are in total 
harmony for incredible inspiration and integration. 

• You have good powers of observation. 
• Your perception of your life is broadened. 
• You get inspired by revolutionary ideas. 
• Your fields of interest expand to include the unusual. 
• You crave more independence.  
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Tuesday, 3.5.2024 = 16/7 
• Your mind is on fire today! 
• Take a risk on something to awaken your intuition on a deeper level. 
• You are intrepid and innovative. 
• Communicate your unique ideas – they will be heard. 
• Welcome surprises and a possible change of direction. 
• Embrace anything that brings you both more freedom and serenity. 
• Freedom is your ultimate destination, and as long as you tune within 

for answers, you will feel a great sense of liberation. 
• It’s a wonderful day to explore new books, learning and intense 

research. 
• Your open-mindedness and flexibility yield surprising discoveries! 
 
Moon sextile Saturn 

• You take your feelings seriously and feel responsible for your 
total well-being. 

• You have more self-control. 
• A sense of duty comes naturally today. 
• This is a good day to work alone or take alone time. 
• Emotional commitment is heightened. 
• Your feelings are understood at a level that brings wonderful 

clarity.’ 
• You feel more protective of your loved ones. 
• You share practical encouragement and nourishment. 
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Wednesday, 3.6.2024 = 17/8 
• You are in total alignment with your big vision. 
• Your inner authority expresses great compassion, especially when 

you engage creatively with a project. 
• Taking the lead, both lovingly and firmly, yields wonderful results. 
• Abundance is greatly enhanced today. 
• Engage with what you love and feel passionate about to secure 

successful outcomes that will last. 
• You can manifest, implement and get a tremendous amount 

accomplished. 
 

Moon sextile Neptune 

• Your psychic abilities are really strong. 
• Your imagination, intuition and creativity are greatly magnified. 
• Engage with Soul-centered activities – creative, artistic projects. 
• Pay attention to your visions. 
• You feel a more delicate, light, sweet and spiritual energy today. 
• Your dreams may intensify. 
• You receive wonderful insights. 
• Mystical experiences may shift your perspective. 
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Thursday, 3.7.2024 = 18/9 
• Unconditional Love and compassion will enlighten and bring 

wisdom. 
• A deeper understanding of deeper aspects are revealed to you. 
• Put your heart into any research you do. 
• Get extra rest today. 
• You are letting go, releasing, purging what is no longer supporting 

you vibrationally. 
• Take time in nature or go to a silent place and hear your heart. 
• You are extra sensitive and very intuitive, so listen to the exquisite 

answers and messages coming to you now. 
• Spiritual leadership is awakening within you. 
• Be the wise, compassionate, inspiring leader. 

 
Moon square Jupiter 

• Your emotions expand. 
• Consciously focus on positive outcomes so you don’t feel 

listless.  
• A balance of wisdom and love activates abundance today. 
• Happiness and kindness blend to create an effortless sense of 

bliss. 
• You feel happy and free to share your heart with others. 
• Kindness and generosity infuse your Soul. 
• Gifts and advantages show up for you. 
• You feel recognized at Soul-level. 
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March 8 – 15 
 
 

Friday, 3.8.2024 = 19/10/1 
• Take the leadership role today. 
• Be courageous and initiate new energy flow. 
• The Prince of Heaven Number (19) merges with the number of 

infinite resources and courage today. 
• You are here to feel abundant and experience an abundant life! 
• Explore infinite variety in your manifestation and discovery process. 
• Today enhances a renewed focus on money matters and financial 

flow. 
• When you put your original ideas into practice, without excuses, 

you reap powerful results. 
• Many opportunities present themselves for you to lead and 

implement your big vision. 
• Set new prosperity goals today. 
 
Mercury conjunct Neptune  

• Your imagination is enriched today. 
• You feel truly inspired. 
• Premonition of coming events is favored. 
• You comprehend things on both the spiritual and mental 

planes. 
• Engage in Soul-inspired activities. 
• Allow your mind to wander, daydream, explore other realms. 
• Sensitivity is heightened.  
• Romance enhanced,  
• Sensuality magnified,  
• Your imagination knows no bounds.  
• You feel magnetic and confident in sharing your ideas and 

message in an expansive way. 
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Saturday, 3.9.2024 = 20/2 
• Loving connections are deepened today. 
• Your understanding of others’ individual choices is more sensitive. 
• You are letting go of something in order to make room for a new 

approach or direction. 
• You yearn for harmony and peace. 
• This code attracts loving connections – or separations from 

situations or people who are no longer in vibrational alignment with 
you. 

• You have evolved vibrationally, embraced what is for your highest 
good, so you can’t go wrong with making courageous decisions 
about who and what you want to surround yourself with 
energetically. 

• You understand that, how you spend your time, what you pay 
attention to is the same way you manifest your reality. 

• Your sense of listening is acute. 
• You accept yourself and others easily, bypassing any division with 

love. 
• A quest for harmony and peace inspires you to make high 

vibrational decisions. 
• Romance and relationship connections are magnified. 
• Let go and resolve all conflict. 

 
Mars square Uranus 

• Mars symbolizes action and drive as well as your sexuality. 
• When Uranus moves into an activating square to Mars it has a 

strongly liberating impact on firing you up to act, especially on 
your more unusual ideas. 

• Being creative is a must – to release the tension. 
• The liberating impact of Uranus switching on Mars will unleash 

your sexuality which, as with all energy, can be used in different 
ways.  

• You can confront any repression towards sexual expression 
from early childhood or societal conditioning. 

• You definitely have an urge to break away from any restriction 
and authority. 

• Guard against communicating with anger or in a rash way. 
• What helps to dissipate the highly potent energy surge is to 

plan time for fun and taking adventurous risks. 
• You want to focus on creative breakthroughs as your inner 

genius is activated. 
• Certainly your personal relationships are invigorated. 
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• The stimulation generated under this transit is great for taking 
your life to a new level of instinctual awareness. 

• Many quick decisions can be made – and they empower you. 
• Prepare for surprising developments. 
• Embrace the unusual. 
• An ideal time to manifest powerful changes in your life. 

 
 
 

Sunday, 3.10.2024 = 12/3 
• Instant Manifestation allows you to focus on your intention and actualize – 

and fortunate results are guaranteed under this beautiful code. 
• Joy is infused with the willingness to learn, as you look for solutions and 

direction in a creative way. 
• Implement your imagination! 
• Accept growth when it crosses your path – however it shows up in your 

life. 
• Guard against focusing on challenges or worries – as you will manifest 

what you pay attention to. 
• Make this a happy, glass-half-FULL day. 

 
New Moon in Pisces  
(9 am UT, 5 am EDT, 2 am PDT)  
 
Fifth consecutive New Moon at 20° creating the 20/20 code. 

Moon sextile Uranus 

• A wonderful invitation to follow your instinct and take risks!  
• Open up to your inner GENIUS – it will radically allow your 

perspective to shift into non-attachment. 
• Take the opportunities that come your way to upgrade in all 

pertinent areas. 
• Your inventiveness and curiosity bring insights and answers 

you may have been seeking for a while. 
• Uranus helps you suddenly uncover a critical missing link that 

connects the dots for you. 
• You are more open to sharing feelings that you may have 

withheld before now. 
• It’s also an ideal time to release habits and old paradigms that 

you’ve known are not working for you anymore – and replace 
them with your newfound wisdom and enthusiasm to act on 
that wisdom. 
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Sun sextile Uranus 

• You are ready to accept change and make new plans.  
• Welcome all Surprises – as they are designed to generate emotional 

breakthroughs. 
• Act on your instinct. 
• Be open to unusual experiences. 
• Your imagination flows today. 
• You may have some unusual experiences.  
• You yearn for emotional freedom. 
• Heart-centered breakthroughs are greatly favored.  
• Let your natural genius express itself. 

 

Other transits during Pisces New Moon: 

Mars square Uranus 
• Mars symbolizes action and drive as well as your sexuality. 
• When Uranus moves into an activating square to Mars it has a 

strongly liberating impact on firing you up to act, especially on 
your more unusual ideas. 

• Being creative is a must – to release the tension. 
• The liberating impact of Uranus switching on Mars will unleash 

your sexuality which, as with all energy, can be used in different 
ways.  

• You can confront any repression towards sexual expression 
from early childhood or societal conditioning. 

• You definitely have an urge to break away from any restriction 
and authority. 

• Guard against communicating with anger or in a rash way. 
• What helps to dissipate the highly potent energy surge is to 

plan time for fun and taking adventurous risks. 
• You want to focus on creative breakthroughs as your inner 

genius is activated. 
• Certainly your personal relationships are invigorated. 
• The stimulation generated under this transit is great for taking 

your life to a new level of instinctual awareness. 
• Many quick decisions can be made – and they empower you. 
• Prepare for surprising developments. 
• Embrace the unusual. 
• An ideal time to manifest powerful changes in your life. 
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Mercury sextile Pluto  

• You have a desire to persuade and influence others. 
• You strive for recognition. 
• Your words leave a deep impact, so use them wisely. 
• You are passionate about language and being the messenger 

of a vision that carries profound purpose. 
• Your intuition and intelligence combine as a powerful unity. 
• Conversations go very deep and touch on the mysterious and 

hidden. 
• Probing the mystical topics of all kinds, including astro-

numerology, is greatly favored. 
 

Jupiter sextile Saturn 

• With good previous planning, you are embarking on a 
tremendous growth period, especially in the areas of freedom, 
entrepreneurship and joyous career shifts. 

• It’s a great time for you to take a risk and try a new approach. 
• This ties in with the greater self awareness you are 

experiencing – regarding changing responsibilities, any stifling 
conditions or unnecessary demands. 

• Any fears or resistance keeping you from experiencing 
unlimited happiness and a sense of spiritual accomplishment 
are being acknowledged and addressed. 

• Even without any sense of restrictions, you’ll venture out to 
explore greater freedom and expanded prosperity. 

• Your positive attitude naturally attracts destined, fortunate 
breaks that manifest into personal and professional growth 
opportunities. 
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Monday, 3.11.2024 = 13/4 
• A powerful 11:11 Gateway opens Today! 
• April is an 11 Universal Month and today’s 11 Day merges to create 

a powerful opportunity to fully engage with PRESENT Moment 
Awareness. 

• Your full presence is requested!  
• 11 symbolizes the Mastery of intuition which divinely directs you to 

the ultimate manifestation process. 
• Mastery of self awareness and self control. 
• Mastering your Motivation. Whatever motivates you, you want to 

master the process of making it manifest. 
• Surprising developments and a strong attention on harmony bring 

your relationships into balance. 
• Be totally present for stunning insights to guide and inspire. 
 
Moon conjunct Chiron 

• You feel love deepening and are yearning for love. 
• You can experience profound healing. 
• Invest in your HEART. 
• Your emotions may intensify – note how they impact others. 
• You are highly sensitive. 
• This is not necessarily a day to manifest practical results. 
• Heart-to-heart bonding happens on a mystical level. 
• Your natural healing gifts are enhanced today. 
• The more you realize who you are as a healer the greater you 

can feel the energy of others. 
• A day of tremendous compassion and connection to the 

vibration of others with the ability to move energy for their 
highest good. 
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Tuesday, 3.12.2024 = 14/5 
• 12 celebrates you being an eternal student of Life! 
• Explore and investigate situations and relationships from every 

possible angle. 
• You are experiencing a level of growth that is eliminating fear and 

instilling the joy of an intrepid explorer in your heart. 
• Express yourself with commitment and bring a sense of peace into 

everything you do today. 
• You have a beautiful blend of determination and playfulness at your 

disposal. 
• You are exploring limitless ways to express yourself. 
• You receive answers to questions that may delight you – but always 

bring a sense of resolution. 
 
Moon sextile Venus  

• You are expressive and more creative today. 
• Feelings of love and a desire for affection are strong. 
• You feel happy and want to share your happiness with others. 
• Your sensuality and beauty are enhanced - especially byyour 

ability to relax and enjoy. 
• Your emotional connection to abundance is magnified. 
• Focus on manifesting financial flow as your heart aligns to 

prosperity. 
• Seek out people who uplift and inspire you. 
• Intimate relationships get a nice boost as tenderness and love 

infuse your perspective on life. 
• You have good judgment on how to enhance your surroundings 

and make them beautiful and pleasurable for you. 
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Wednesday, 3.13.2024 = 15/6 
• Unexpected developments and feelings facilitate healing through 

love and compassion. 
• Focus on home, family and your loved ones. 
• Today is all about shifts and transformation. 
• Be devoted to your projects. 
• Show devotion to your colleagues, students and family. 
• Discipline and Devotion define the energy of today. 
• Be ready for radical changes, surprising decisions and a feeling of 

nurturing your heart that weaves itself through the day. 
 
Moon conjunct Jupiter 

• Happiness and kindness blend to create an effortless sense of 
bliss. 

• You feel happy and free to share your heart with others. 
• Kindness and generosity infuse your Soul. 
• Gifts and advantages show up for you. 
• You feel recognized at Soul-level. 
• Calmness and freedom come together in a dynamic way. 
• Enjoy the bountiful beauty life has to offer. 
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Thursday, 3.14.2024 = 16/7 
• 14 symbolizes media and communication, and 16/7 serenity, 

research and wisdom, so feel free to connect to your intuition and 
sharing what you download. 

• You can receive amazing insights that facilitate a change of 
direction. 

• You are aware of changes and energy shifts in yourself and the 
people around you. 

• Embrace both action/movement and rest/calmness. 
• Be flexible and open while also seeking contemplation and peace. 

 

Moon square Mars 

• You feel strong emotional focus and direction. 
• Guard against emotional aggression and impatience. 
• This is highly creative energy. 
• Channel your energy into an ambitious project – you’ll make 

great progress. 
• You may feel impulsive, so be extra patient. 
• You have more emotional focus and a sense of direction. 
• You are conscious of your goals. 
• Guard against aggression and rashness. 
• Act on your feelings – positively. 
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Friday, 3.15.2024 = 17/8 
• Today a fabulous code of spiritual alchemy and tapping into infinite 

resources comes alive. 
• You are called to lead your life from a place of love and gratitude. 
• Uplifting others with a heart bursting with joy and love will place you 

vibrationally into the stratosphere. 
• Today’s code gives you the opportunity to immerse yourself in that 

high vibrational state. 
• Nurture your vision into reality. 
• Be devoted to what you love – your spiritual mission and your loved 

ones 
• Abundance, prosperity, joy and confidence resound through the 

day. 
• Love freely and generously. 
• You are richly rewarded. 

 
Moon square Saturn 

• You have a greater sense of duty today. 
• This aspect is wonderful for working in seclusion. 
• Emotional commitment to a task, project or relationship is 

strengthened. 
• Take extra time to rest – you may feel energetically more 

depleted. 
• Be clear and honest with how you’re feeling. 
• Take your feeling seriously, and take responsibility for your 

emotions. 
• You may need to create some distance and set boundaries. 
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March 16 – 23 
 

Saturday, 3.16.2024 = 18/9 
• You need more rest today – it’s good it’s a weekend day! 
• Take a time-out or make the whole day about reflection and 

rejuvenation. 
• You are facilitating inspiration and unexpected emotions which 

bring welcome release. 
• Love is also a big theme – loving, letting go, being gentle. 
• Spiritual insights connect you to wisdom. 
• Spend time in nature if possible. 
 

Moon sextile Mercury 

• You have an active mind and intuition. 
• Your communication is heartfelt. 
• Feel your way into every conversation today. 
• Express yourself – you have the clarity to share deep 

emotions. 
• News, emails, letters and short trips are favored. 
• You connect easily and effortlessly with others. 
• Your mind and heart are totally in sync. 
• Your intuition is enhanced. 
• Talking to a group or sharing ideas with team are favored. 
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Sunday, 3.17.2024 = 19/10/1  
• Today you feel your eternal connection to Source. 
• You recognize your Immortality – your connection to the Divine 

Light. 
• A new confidence burst elevates you to take authority. 
• You are leading, you are manifesting and you are open to a new 

direction. 
• You have an abundance of ideas – directly from Spirit. 
• Take the opportunities to step up and fulfill your big vision. 
• Set new prosperity goals – they will have a long-term positive 

impact. 
• What you do today leaves a legacy behind. 
• So trust your original ideas, trust your ability to reach for the Stars. 

 
Sun conjunct Neptune  

• Your imagination is positively VIVID!  
• You are receptive and impressionable, and your enthusiasm is 

on a high. 
• You are attracted to mystical subjects. 
• Your empathy is expansive. 
• Make sure you set boundaries. 
• Explore the esoteric arts and sciences like astrology and 

numerology.  
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Monday, 3.18.2024 = 20/2 
• March is an 11/2 Universal Month and so today’s code activates the 

11 gateway by virtue of the 20/2 Universal Date. 
• You feel an awakening taking place! 
• A combination of extra rest and deep release creates tremendous 

breakthroughs and bliss. 
• Compassion, love and romance are enhanced. 
• Connect one-on-one with others with an open-heart – so much 

healing can be generated. 
• Focus on intimate connections – within and your relationships. 
• Balance and Harmony are connected to surrender. 
• Letting go and letting God brings situations into equilibrium. 
• Your intuition is so magnified today. 
• This heightened sensitivity allows you to feel LOVE on a deep, 

profound level, that may even surprise you. 
 

Moon sextile Uranus 

• A wonderful invitation to follow your instinct and take risks!  
• Open up to your inner GENIUS – it will radically allow your 

perspective to shift into non-attachment. 
• Take the opportunities that come your way to upgrade in all 

pertinent areas. 
• Your inventiveness and curiosity bring insights and answers 

you may have been seeking for a while. 
• Uranus helps you suddenly uncover a critical missing link that 

connects the dots for you. 
• You are more open to sharing feelings that you may have 

withheld before now. 
• It’s also an ideal time to release habits and old paradigms that 

you’ve known are not working for you anymore – and replace 
them with your newfound wisdom and enthusiasm to act on 
that wisdom. 
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Tuesday, 3.19.2024 = 21/3 
• Today the 1-2-3 “ready-set-go” code merges with number 19 – the 

Prince of Heaven number, symbolizing the Light of the Sun! 
• The 21 Universal Date adds joy, self expression, fun and creativity 

into the mix. 
• 21 activates our 21st Century of Truth and Liberation through Joy. 
• Your day will be illuminated with Divine Light. 
• Take your plans for the day and manifest them with laser-like focus 

and imagination. 
• You will be gifted with tremendous happiness the more you take the 

1-2-3 momentum and create your bliss. 
• Share your ideas by writing, speaking, painting – any endeavor that 

allows you to express your inner joy and passion. 
• Share your message in a sparkling way! 
• Be playful and socialize if the opportunity arises. 
• Begin a new creative project. 
• Your imagination is lit up! 

 

Moon trine Neptune 

• Focusing on your spiritual origins helps you to understand your 
destiny and awaken your intuition, which is greatly expanded. 

• You can bond with your loved ones in a sweet, caring, tender, 
loving way. 

• You have greater psychic awareness today. 
• Delicate matters are understood as your heart expands with 

love. 
• Your imagination, intuition and creativity are greatly magnified. 
• Your dreams and fantasies feel real today. 
• Engage with Soul-centered activities – creative, artistic 

projects. 
• Pay attention to your visions. 
• Mystical experiences are available to you. 
• Deep conversations with friends bring healing. 
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Wednesday, 3.20.2024 = 13/4  
• Pay close attention to what appears. 
• Sensitivity is magnified and your ability to sense and intuit incredibly 

heightened. 
• 13 adds transformation, understanding of the cyclical nature of life 

and tremendous empowerment through the Divine Feminine ray of 
Love. 

• You are able to communicate your vision with great clarity. 
• Love and intimacy are a beautiful part of your day. 
• All can come to a peaceful resolution today. 

 
Moon square Jupiter 

• Your emotions expand. 
• Consciously focus on positive outcomes so you don’t feel 

listless.  
• A balance of wisdom and love activates abundance today. 
• Happiness and kindness blend to create an effortless sense of 

bliss. 
• You feel happy and free to share your heart with others. 
• Kindness and generosity infuse your Soul. 
• Gifts and advantages show up for you. 
• You feel recognized at Soul-level. 
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Thursday, 3.21.2024 = 14/5 
• 21 symbolizes Truth, Creation and Joy, and 14 is the Media number 

of communication. 
• You are a communicator of truth and a creator of happiness today. 
• Your confidence is on a high while your ability to see and accept 

the truth in any given situation or relationship is great as well. 
• Sensual connections and passionate communication are magnified. 
• Fun and Freedom join together to help you create miracles. 
• This is truly a day of celebration. 
• You feel free to be happy. 
• You have an adventurous spirit that allows you to express yourself 

freely, generating tremendous fulfillment. 
• Connect to your inner voice through writing, music, speaking – be 

open to what is channeled through you. 
• Approach your day with a smile, no matter what situation you are in, 

and you will feel the breakthroughs and positive results embedded 
in today’s beautiful code. 

 
Sun sextile Pluto  

• Striving for success is natural today. 
• Your desire to accomplish is greatly heightened 
• Effortless confidence is yours. 
• You are ready to take the lead! 
• You can work through challenging projects more easily 
• Your impact and influence are great. 
• You are more assertive and confiden.at 
• You are determined to achieve your goals. 
• You feel very attractive – and exude a mystery and magnetism. 
• Dive into mysterious subjects and get more clarity. 
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Friday 3.22.2024 = 15/6 
• 22 is the Architect of Peace number and today merges with the 

number of Spiritual Alchemy, 15, vibration of love, abundance and 
uplifting others through joy! 

• You are focusing on your home, your family, nurturing and self care. 
• Creative projects are asking to be manifested. 
• Your responsibility to holding the space for harmony and love is 

heightened today. 
• Bring things into order – clear out the clutter – you will reap 

tremendous peace of mind. 
• Discipline and determination support heart-centered conversations. 
• You are taking your creativity and feelings seriously and this is 

enhancing your wellbeing. 
• Create a beautiful, peaceful environment at home and in your work 

space.  
 

Moon opposite Mars 

• You feel strong emotional focus and direction. 
• Guard against emotional aggression and impatience. 
• This is highly creative energy. 
• Channel your energy into an ambitious project – you’ll make 

great progress. 
• You may feel impulsive, so be extra patient. 
• You have more emotional focus and a sense of direction. 
• You are conscious of your goals. 
• Guard against aggression and rashness. 
• Act on your feelings – in a positive way. 
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Saturday, 3.23.2024 = 16/7  
• 23 reduces to 5, invoking courage and the quest for independence, 

and 16 reduces to 7, activating clarity, inspiration and brilliant ideas. 
• Your higher mind is illuminated with Light. 
• Divine downloads lead to fortunate shifts as the Royal Star of the 

Lion number 23 instills the confidence to proceed intrepidly. 
• Balance your social life with some alone-time today. 
• You’ll experience freedom and inspiration in constant motion. 
• Share your message. 
• Your mental acuity brings wonderful perception. 
• Spiritual awakening and surprising shifts merge for wonderful 

breakthroughs. 
• Whatever you research elevates your independent spirit. 

 
Moon trine Uranus 

• You are inclined towards change and making new plans. 
Surprises create emotional breakthroughs. 

• Act on your instinct. 
• Be open to unusual experiences. 
• A fabulous day to attract abundance and manifest financial 

flow. 
• Your imagination flows today. 
• You may have some unusual experiences. You yearn for 

emotional freedom. 
• Heart-centered breakthroughs are greatly favored. Let your 

genius express itself. 
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Sunday, 3.24.2024 = 17/8 
• You tap into your eternal soul as you nurture your inspirations into 

practice and reality. 
• Love your vision into being. 
• Lead with compassion and courage. 
• When numbers 6 and 8 merge cerating financial flow is on a high. 
• You engage passionately with life and have a strong commitment to 

upholding your goals. 
• This combination brings tremendous, abundant outcomes. 
• You can also step up within your family and lead with compassion. 
• Act and nurture, be generous and strong.  

 
Venus sextile Jupiter 

• This warm and happy Venus and Jupiter transit brings harmony 
and optimism. 

• This is a social day and feels very lucky. 
• Generosity and acceptance through sharing are emphasized. 
• Financial growth is greatly enhanced. 
• Surround yourself with beauty today. 
• You feel good, cheerful, optimistic and have an expansive 

positive outlook on your future. 
• Romance and dating are wonderfully activated – perfect date 

night. 
• You can heal any disharmony in your relationships easily. 
• Venus governs love and financial flow and Jupiter governs 

wealth, so this planetary meeting expands your ability to attract 
both! 

• It’s a great time to make investments. 
• Taking time out for a holiday break is favored as well. 
• You feel fortunate! 
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March 25 - 31 
 
 
 
Monday, 3.25.2024 = 18/9 
• Today’s numerology code is all about rest, sleeping and dreaming. 
• Feel the connection to Spirit through a meditative activity. 
• Go out into nature to rejuvenate at Soul-level. 
• Embrace unconditional love and gratitude. 
• Read a book and embrace the silence. 
• Be open to spiritual downloads that melt your heart. 
• Take inspiration from the little things and symbols that appear 

unexpectedly. 
• Release mental hang-ups. 
• Let go of anxiety and insecurities by focusing on what you love and 

what you want to learn. 
• Take time to be alone so you can hear your inner voice. 
• Love deeply – Divine wisdom comes through to help you heal. 
 
Lunar Eclipse (Full Moon) in Libra  
 (7 am UT, 3 am EDT and 12 am PDT) 

This is the third consecutive Full Moon at 5°. 

Moon trine Pluto 

• This is a day of deep emotional insights. 
• You are purging emotions for deep healing. 
• You have a greater strength of assertion. 
• Emotionally you feel empowered and confident. 
• You’re more sensitive emotionally. 
• Heightened intuition and psychic perception. 
• Feelings can transform and create a rebirth. 
• You may be deeply moved. 
• You are in touch with your subconscious mind and want to get 

to the truth of the matter – getting to the root of feelings in 
yourself and others. Interactions are profound. 

• You are connecting to deeper emotions. 
• This brings emotional empowerment. 
• Your heart is engaged and gives you great confidence and 

strength. 
• Lead from a place of passion and love. 
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Sun sextile Pluto  

• Striving for success is natural today. 
• Your desire to accomplish is greatly heightened 
• Effortless confidence is yours. 
• You are ready to take the lead! 
• You can work through challenging projects more easily 
• Your impact and influence are great. 
• You are more assertive and confident 
• You are determined to achieve your goals. 
• You feel very attractive – and exude a mystery and magnetism. 
• Dive into mysterious subjects and get more clarity. 

 

Other transits during the Libra Lunar Eclipse: 

 

Venus conjunct Saturn 

• Companionship that is based on solid principles is favored 
now.  

• True love that lasts with the core relationship values of loyalty, 
trust, integrity, commitment and responsibility - is greatly 
enhanced. 

• Learn to meet your own emotional needs, then you will be 
centered as you nurture and understand others. 

• Refrain from judging how you feel. 
• Don’t restrict how you feel, or how you want to express 

yourself. 
• Give your imagination a structured platform, so you don’t 

suppress your creativity. 
• Your intimate relationships take on a more serious tone that 

bodes well for secure, long-lasting connections and values. 
• Any healthy relationships will bring a closeness that results in 

deeper commitment. 
 

Venus sextile Jupiter 

• This warm and happy Venus and Jupiter transit brings harmony 
and optimism. 

• This is a social day and feels very lucky. 
• Generosity and acceptance through sharing are emphasized. 
• Financial growth is greatly enhanced. 
• Surround yourself with beauty today. 
• You feel good, cheerful, optimistic and have an expansive 
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positive outlook on your future. 
• Romance and dating are wonderfully activated – perfect date 

night. 
• You can heal any disharmony in your relationships easily. 
• Venus governs love and financial flow and Jupiter governs 

wealth, so this planetary meeting expands your ability to attract 
both! 

• It’s a great time to make investments. 
• Taking time out for a holiday break is favored as well. 
• You feel fortunate! 

 
 

Venus sextile Uranus  

• Your craving for excitement and love is stimulated. 
• Venus rules Taurus, the sign Uranus is in, so the impact of all 

Uranus-Venus transits is magnified. 
• You are highly creative – create something new and unusual 

today. 
• Your desire for independence is strong. 
• Channel any nervousness into imagination and exploration. 
• Be open to explore a shift in how you generate greater financial  

flow. 
 

Jupiter conjunct Uranus 

• This fortunate transit can attract lucky breaks and unexpected 
windfalls. 

• It’s a great time for you to take a risk and try a new approach. 
• You feel very optimistic about creating successful outcomes. 
• Your sense of freedom and openness to broaden your 

perspective and break through boundaries creates positive 
changes in your life. 

• Jupiter governs expansion, higher learning, and faraway travel, 
so you may delve more deeply, grow in unexpected ways. 

• You learn things quickly, including new languages, art, music, 
dance, style. 

• A sense of adventure helps you acclimate to and anticipate 
great results beyond the horizon. 

 
Jupiter sextile Saturn 

• With good previous planning, you are embarking on a 
tremendous growth period, especially in the areas of freedom, 
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entrepreneurship and joyous career shifts. 
• It’s a great time for you to take a risk and try a new approach. 
• This ties in with the greater self awareness you are 

experiencing – regarding changing responsibilities, any stifling 
conditions or unnecessary demands. 

• Any fears or resistance keeping you from experiencing 
unlimited happiness and a sense of spiritual accomplishment 
are being acknowledged and addressed. 

• Even without any sense of restrictions, you’ll venture out to 
explore greater freedom and expanded prosperity. 

• Your positive attitude naturally attracts destined, fortunate 
breaks that manifest into personal and professional growth 
opportunities. 

 
 
 
 

Tuesday, 3.26.2024 = 19/10/1 
• New prosperity goals can be easily manifested today. 
• The Prince of Heaven Number, 19, symbolizing the Light of the Sun, 

merges with 26/8 for an activation of power, confidence and a 
strong initiative to forge ahead. 

• Your original ideas translate into a bigger vision. 
• Take the LEAD today – both 8 and 1 ask that you step up and own 

every part of your life. 
• Empowerment is enhanced when you actively use your imagination. 
• Focus on generating greater financial flow. 
• Bold ACTION attracts more Opportunities. 

 
Moon opposite Mercury 

• You may feel moody and your mind may be in conflict with 
your feelings.  

• Your mind and feelings are yearning for harmony.  
• You may feel nervous unsettled at times.  
• This is a day of readjustment. 
• Use this energy to work on a project that requires deep 

thinking and analysis. 
• Or get into a passionate conversation with a friend, so you can 

air your views. 
• Get things in order in your home and work environment. 
• This is a great transit for feng shui and cleaning, doing chores 

and tidying your space. 
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Wednesday, 3.27.2024 = 20/2 
• Focus  your attention on intimacy, loving connections, peace, 

patience and inspiration. 
• Your intuitive insights are boosted. 
• Your sensitivity is heightened as you get brilliant inspirational ideas 

that help you understand life and people on a deeper level. 
• You may discover perspectives you have not considered before 

now. 
• You feel very creative. 
• Intimate connections can forge a profound spiritual awakening. 
• Be sure to release any bygones. 

 
Moon trine Mars 

• You have greater emotional focus and direction. 
• You are more conscious of your goals. 
• Your instinct feels strong. 
• This is a day of fire, passion, enthusiasm! 
• Act on your emotions. 
• You may feel a little impulsive – guard against overreacting. 
• It’s a great day for enterprising, small successes. 
• You yearn for independence. 
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Thursday, 3.28.2024 = 21/3 
• New beginnings, happiness and a quest for truth merge today. 
• So think of this day as your empty canvas where you can create and 

imagine the end result that feels like a dream come true. 
• Manifest a fresh start – and do so in a highly original way. 
• Express your uniqueness – what makes you so special. 
• You want both alone-time and social-time today 
• Share your vision and ideas in some capacity. 
• New goals stimulate your creative innovation on how to bring them 

into reality. 
• Smile into your day! 
• Explore your inner innovator and artist. 
 

Venus sextile Uranus  

• Your craving for excitement and love is stimulated. 
• Venus rules Taurus, the sign Uranus is in, so the impact of all 

Uranus-Venus transits is magnified. 
• You are highly creative – create something new and unusual 

today. 
• Your desire for independence is strong. 
• Channel any nervousness into imagination and exploration. 
• Be open to explore a shift in how you generate greater financial  

flow. 
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Friday, 3.29.2024 = 22/4  
• Today’s 29/11 portal opens the 11:11 Gateway into the Architect of 

Peace master number 22. 
• That means two master numbers 11 and 22 converge today, 

making the energy super intense. 
• Your creativity is on a high. 
• Unusual ideas flood your mind yearning to be heard and actualized. 
• You are mastering living in the present moment and this unleashes 

profound intuitive insights. 
• Be especially aware of everything you are thinking about, doing, 

saying and projecting. 
• Profound growth is happening within you. 
• Manifestation is easy today – put your heart and Soul into your 

projects. 
• Many blessings come your way when you dive into your 

responsibilities with discipline and ingenuity. 
 
Moon sextile Pluto 

• You are empowered and determined and filled with purpose. 
• Pluto rules Scorpio. 
• Truth will gently revealed, but still be profound. 
• You can solve mysteries, and discover answers to secrets. 
• You feel forgiving and that empowers you from deeply within. 
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Saturday, 3.30.2024 = 14/5 
• Joyful and courageous expression allows you to share in a most 

magnificent way. 
• Creativity and freedom merge today. 
• What a great day to celebrate with others. 
• Share the adventure with others. 
• Use your creative self expression in any way you want – you will 

conjure up magical results. 
• Be open to forward momentum, excitement and exploration. 
• This is very active energy! 

 

Moon square Saturn 

• You have a greater sense of duty today. 
• This aspect is wonderful for working in seclusion. 
• Emotional commitment to a task, project or relationship is 

strengthened. 
• Take extra time to rest – you may feel energetically more 

depleted. 
• Be clear and honest with how you’re feeling. 
• Take your feeling seriously, and take responsibility for your 

emotions. 
• You may need to create some distance and set boundaries. 
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Sunday, 3.31.2024 = 15/6 
• All your communication will be filled with ingenious approaches 

infused with love and spiritual alchemy. 
• Your inner genius creates abundance. 
• Innovation and compassion blend beautifully. 
• Love inspires breakthroughs, and unexpected downloads amplify 

your nurturing side. 
• Show devotion to your projects and people in your life. 
• Discipline allows you to plan and love allows you to strive only for 

what brings deep fulfillment. 
• Enjoy this beautiful final day of the month! 

 
 

Moon trine Mercury 

• You are in touch with your feelings as your intuition and intellect 
merge into one. 

• You have wonderful clarity today. 
• Reading situations and people is easy as your perception and 

intuition are magnified, allowing you to take the pulse and adjust 
quickly. 

• Your ability to express your ideas is enhanced in all kinds of 
communication. 

• You communicate joy, optimism. 
• So favorable for conversations and stimulating a wealth of ideas.  
• Meetings with friends and family are heart-centered and feel 

nourishing. 
• Deeper discussions are favored. 

 
 
 
 

 
Joyful Blessings,  
 
Tania Gabrielle
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A highly sought after spiritual intuitive and 
personal growth leader, Tania Gabrielle 
inspires legions of praise from her clients and 
followers. Tania introduced the merging of two 
ancient divination arts – Astrology and 
Numerology – to the Western World, unlocking 
the codes in the stars, names and numbers to 
facilitate wealth and well-being with a primary 
focus on teaching spiritual principles that 
manifest practical, real-life results.  

 
Her star code forecast videos and articles 
inspire tens of thousands of viewers every 
month. Tania’s Star Codes show can be found 
on iTunes, Spotify, Pandora, YouTube and 
many other platforms. 

 
Tania Gabrielle was featured and quoted in The New York Times, Los Angeles 
Times, USA Today, Entertainment Weekly, ESPN Magazine, Essence Magazine, 
ESPN.com, Yahoo.com and US Magazine. As the founder and creator 
of Numerology Academy™ – the first online certification course integrating Astrology 
and Numerology – Tania has taught and certified hundreds of students in 37 
countries. 

 
Tania's book The Ultimate Guide To Numerology unlocks the secret messages of 
birthdays, names, addresses, personal forecast, the meaning of 11:11 and other 
codes to facilitate Soul-inspired growth, fulfillment and financial flow. The Ultimate 
Guide To Numerology has been translated into French, and a Portuguese edition is 
forthcoming in July 2023. 
 
Also a gifted classical composer, Tania has had her music performed worldwide in 
the most prestigious concert halls by Grammy-award-winning artists. 

 
 

http://taniagabrielle.com 
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Personal Blueprints  
 
Your Venus Code™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/your-venus-code/ 
 
Your Jupiter Wealth Code™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/your-jupiter-wealth-code/ 
 
Personal Numerology Blueprint  
https://taniagabrielle.com/personal-blueprint/ 
 
Your Wealthy Name Code 
https://taniagabrielle.com/fortunate-name/ 
 
Your Next 12 Months Blueprint 
https://taniagabrielle.com/blueprint/ 

 
 

Readings  

*New! Astro-Cartography Reading 
https://taniagabrielle.com/astro-cartography-reading/ 
 
Intuitive Counseling Call 
https://taniagabrielle.com/counseling-call  
 
Royal Code Reading™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/royal-code-reading 
 
 
Training Programs  
 
NUMEROLOGY ACADEMY™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/numerology-academy-enroll/ 

YOUR INNER STAR™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/your-inner-star/ 
 
STAR CODE SUCCESS™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/starcodesuccess/ 
 
SECRET POWER OF YOUR NAME™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/secret-power-of-your-name/  
 
ABUNDANCE ACCELERATOR™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/abundance-accelerator/ 

MAP YOUR FUTURE™ 
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/map-your-future 

 


